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Abstract: The aim of the study is to demonstrate a utilization of generalization in a complex task of multi-source
data conflation. The data conflation means using existing data sources of often dissimilar quality to expose their
best properties in the final product. The digital elevation model (DEM) from multiple existing data sources is
topical when a large quantity of spatial data is available, what makes better DEM quality feasible. The main focus is assigned to the following selected aspects of generalization: (1) extensions of the standard generalization,
(2) characterization and homogenization of the data sources, (3) the conception of the target DEM, and (3) quality control/cleaning. We recognized the importance of the generalization for general, in a contrast to specific purposes, such as for cartography and spatial analysis. The generalization is also an important part of homogenization of data sources for interoperability, filtering and interpolation into continuous surfaces, and for multi-scale
DEM processing. The most practical part of the study proposes employment of the proposed generalization solutions in the pre-processing and processing phases of the DEM conflation. We tested solutions for the generalization that includes well-known geometrical, as well as semantic – mainly geomorphological properties (semantic
signatures/DEM parameters, semantic indicators). Especially the proposed generalization, which involves a semantic knowledge, needs a support of the expert interpretation, reasoning and interaction. The studied aspects
are highly sustainable in terms of the extended lifecycle of the datasets and quality enhancement.
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1. Introduction
The main objective is to study various aspects of generalization of a digital elevation model (DEM), processed
from multi-source datasets. The DEM, often called as digital terrain model (DTM), was one of the first forms of digital geographical information that became available (Fisher and Tate 2006), which is now a fundamental dataset to
mapping our planet. It is considered to be amongst the most important datasets in the geospatial domain for the
greater part of spatially oriented applications and research.
Our challenge is that the volume of DEM datasets is rapidly increasing due to a long-term explosion of information with exponential growth (Price 1963). Nearly invariably, the information for DEM processing comes from a
large single source dataset. However, user demand for higher quality outputs and increasing levels of detail is starting to reveal the limitations of this single source approach. The DEM from multiple existing data sources is topical
when a large quantity of digital spatial data is available, what makes better DEM quality feasible.
The abstraction with a conceptualization of the DEM, and consequently the generalization is an important process
in order to exceed the common inhomogeneity of the DEM from multiple sources. This process can consider any user requirement. An additional challenge is applying various aspects of semantics that are rarely taken into account
for the geospatial datasets generation. The DEM is namely a complex model that includes inherently recorded information, which can be used for such generalization.
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1.1 Multi-source DEM
Heterogeneous data sources have a potential to be combined in order to enhance and solve tasks. We recognized
three typical options. The first option is spatial data integration process, where the larger set is retained, i.e. databases are merged (Butenuth et al. 2007). An example is the implementation of spatial ETL (extract, transform, load).
The next option is spatial data fusion that combines heterogeneous data sources (and knowledge) into a consistent, accurate and useful representation. With the fusion, the quality of data is improved, but the final product is
often considerably different with regard to the source data. A typical example is data from different sensors used to
produce better raster images, e.g. with pansharpening (Ehlersa et al. 2010), or a comprehensive gemorphometric approach based on a synergy of satellite images and DEM, in order to enhance analytical shading.
The third option is a spatial data conflation. It is similar to the fusion, but in this case is important that the quality
of the resulted dataset is better than any input individual DEM (source) for the target area. The data conflation
means using existing data sources of different quality (or even dirty data) to expose their best properties in the final
product. The example is a conflation a number of different DEMs into a single DEM of considerably better quality
(Tang et al. 2014).
The framework of this paper is based on the third option – spatial data conflation – more particularly on multisource and optionally multi-temporal spatial data conflation, called progressive Weighting Sum with Geomorphologic Enhancement (WSGE) method (Fig. 1) and Synchronic Interpolation (SI) method. Principles of the both semiautomated methods were initially developed and described in Podobnikar (2005). Some of these solutions were already implemented in the national DEM of Slovenia and in other applications. The essential issue with multi-source
DEM (big geospatial data) is the amount of data, different types of data sources, different quality standards, inconsistency, and nevertheless various rates of data generalization.

Fig. 1. A DEM conflation presentation with a WSGE method, from initial to the final DEM.

1.2 DEM generalization
The generalization is essentially connected with DEM conceptualization (abstraction). The main concept of generalization is based on the implementation of a less-specific criterion to the target model. In our case, the aim is to
produce a smaller scale DEM with the coarser resolution from a larger one, with changing its granularity. This process is called downscaling in some contexts. There are different types and views of the DEM generalization. A (spa-
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tial) geometrical generalization (reduction, displacement, merging, etc.) simplifies an object’s geometry. A semantic
generalization classifies objects according to their properties and a related topological (and contextual, geomorphological) generalization changes the relations among objects correlated with geometry in the cartographical discipline. A temporal generalization considers multi-temporal aspects of the terrain development through the time,
which is in our case connected with the homogenization of the DEMs, similar to the multi-source DEM processing.

2. Generalization in the context of multi-source DEM
The multi-source DEM production is divided into following subsequent phases: preparation, pre-processing of
datasets and processing (conflation) into the final DEM (Podobnikar 2005), whereas the generalization aspects that
appear in the last two phases are studied. We propose the following aspects (Fig. 3):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Extensions of the standard generalization
Characterization and homogenization of the data sources
Conception (formulation) of the target DEM
Quality control and cleaning

3 Generaliz.

Conception

characteristics

Quality control
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(general, specific def.)

Multi-data
source
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Homogeniz.
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4 Complexity of generaliz. 2 Semantic generaliz.

Data
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1 Standard generaliz.
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Fig. 3. Generalization types in the context of the multi-source DEM processing, where a typical DEM generation
procedure is presented in the non-dashed frame, while the core multi-source pre-processing and processing are in the
red frame.

2.1 Extensions of the standard generalization
The so-called “standard generalization” means a generalization of the already generated DEM. The following extended aspect of the DEM generalization is proposed and developed:
• Generalization for a general use (universal, multi-purpose)
• Generalization for selected specific purposes:
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(A) Cartographic presentation
(B) Spatial analysis in geographical information systems (GIS)
For the general use of a generalized DEM, the greater number of conditions for specific purposes is reasonably
considered. In the case of a conflated near universal DEM, it is needed optimally geometrical and geomorphological
properties of the datasets in any target scale and time.
Two essential specific purposes according to user requirements, including social aspects have been discussed in a
greater detail. The cartographic presentation (A) typically applies contour lines (Fig. 2), analytical shading or hypsometry. Particular in cartography are cartographic scale conceptions, instead of the resolution of the DEM, and a
specific cartographic generalization. Moreover, the mapping rules are used to generate a valid map. For the cartographic DEM production, the geomorphological inaccuracy is, therefore, a less tolerated than the positional one.
Different kinds spatial analyses in GIS (B) using a DEM can cause unexpected results. Some analysis can generate
significantly different results on just slightly differently generalized DEM. Depending on the analysis, positional
or/and geomorphological appropriate quality DEM is required. For example, altitudinal zonation analysis is, in general, less sensitive to the DEM quality than computing a slope. On the other hand, a robust spatial analysis or variables can successfully tolerate certain types of inaccuracies and uncertainties in the DEM. The error propagation
methods, such as Monte Carlo simulation can help understanding the sensitivity of a particular generalization approach.

Contour lines from
National DEMs:
Green: DEM 12.5 m
Red: DEM 5 m
Blue: DEM 1 m
Area of size 1.5 x 0.8 km

Fig. 2. Which DEM is better for this scale to generate the standard contour lines? (karstic test area in Slovenia)

An option is that the final product would be available as a multi-scale DEM. For the general use, our strategy is
to generate a DEM with the double resolution and then applying a combination of appropriate interpolation and
resampling methods, with stepwise downscaling. For example, when the target set of multi-scale DEMs were in the
resolution of 12.5, 25 and 100 m, the initial DEM should have a resolution of 6.25 m. This high-resolution DEM is
then stepwise generalized into a set of target DEMs of coarser resolution.
The success of a particular generalization method of DEM in combination with interpolation of vector data
sources for DEM generation, such as contour lines, depends on how these sources are sampled, on their geomorphological appearance and accuracy, and especially on the chosen interpolation method. Our strategy for a multi-source
DEM combines different methods for interpolation/filtering and weighting based on actual geomorphology. This
approach can be also applied to the individual DEMs (e.g. Podobnikar and Vrečko 2012).
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2.2 Characterization and homogenization

2.2.1 Characterization and parametrization of the data sources (semantic signatures, weights)
From semantical view of the DEM generalization, the methods for detection and analysis of shapes with characteristic features and landform, e.g. mountains and peaks (Podobnikar 2012), karst depressions (Obu and Podobnikar
2013), talus slopes (Podobnikar and Székely 2015) and the entire terrain skeleton in various scales/resolution
(Zakšek and Podobnikar 2005), the automated detection of genetic types (stone structure), soil coverage or types,
degree of karstification; vegetation cover, etc. were developed (Podobnikar 2010). In addition to the environmental,
a number of anthropogenic characteristics were modelled, such as transport network, stone quarries, etc. For example, it is well known the highest inclination of the road network is 12% or 30%, and of the railways 12‰ to 25‰),
depending on their category.
Semantic signatures are considered as kind of variables in individual DEM characterization used for the conflated
DEM processing, which can help to uncover implicit information from the data, i.e. to assess and delineate the target
features/parameters of the surface. The analogy to the proposed approach is spectral signatures used for supervised
classification in remote sensing (Janowicz 2012). The parameters in Table 2 were used for segmentation to regions,
weighted for individual DEMs and implemented into a decision-making problem-solving procedure (Forman and
Selly 2001), in order to produce surfaces used for conflation. The order of data sources for conflation is set at the
end.
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Table 2. Target DEM parameters.
DEM parameters
Level 1
Geometric indicators
Semantic indicators
(natural)

Semantic indicators
(anthropogenic)

Propose of use

Resolution
Quality

Level 2
terrain skeleton (vector) in different scales, contour lines
geomorphological properties
complex features description
(shapes)
genetic types (including degree of
karstification)
soil cover
vegetation cover
temporal changes – absolute
(landslide)
temporal changes – relative
(earthquake, mining, long term landform development)
transport network, stone quarries,
rubbish dumps
road and railway network
specific, general
which features are applicable for a
target time frame
scale, grain, grid size
statistical
empirical, visual

Example: DEM 10
Action
peaks, sinks, structural
lines
slope, roughens
a DB of peaks, karst depression
4 categories according to
surface roughness
2 categories
4 categories (photogram.
DEM)
landslide from 2016 identified
recent land subsidence detected by InSAR – modelling

Weighting [0-100])
70
50-100

<100
<100
<100
100
model implement.

a DB of the stone quarries

100

a DB of the roads
general
exclude stone quarries

<100 (model implement.)
for standard implem.
model implement.

for resolution 5 m
(RMSE, max)
analytical shading

for concept implem.
for weighting implem.
for elimin. errors

There are different solutions for parametrization of geodetic data points of different density, where the point can
be considered as an individual feature, while the set of points as a surface.
Additional semantic information is acquired from other geospatially related data using different methods, e.g. by
metadata and acquired through spatial data mining. Other challenges are cross-domain knowledge integration and
getting reliable outputs (concerning scalability and flexibility) for applications that can satisfy various key customer’
needs.
The described procedure is useful for mixed, geometrically and geomorphologically conflated DEM. Namely; the
DEM conflated with weighing is typically geomorphologically inhomogeneous. Therefore, an important step is a selection of geomorphologically best data source that is applied at the end of DEM processing with a trend surface
method. The result is then a geometric-geomophologic optimally conflated DEM using semantic principles, in particular resolution (through semantic generalization).

2.2.2 Homogenization of data sources for interoperability
There is no unique solution to the DEM generalization, and there is no unique problem to solve, e.g. generalization of contour lines vs. scattered points; or homogeneous data sources vs. disparate data sources. An additional human reasoning is important to get a high-quality and reliable result. The generalization principles can help in the geometric and semantic homogenization (matching) of the various DEMs for multi-source conflation. These DEMs as
data sources are typical of different resolution, acquired and modelled with different methods (e.g. photogrammetrically or from Lidar), based on different standards (e.g. generated as digital surface models (DSM) with objects or as
well defined DEMs).
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There are a number of approaches in order to analyse and homogenise the data sources. We expose the main approaches applied for:
• Upscaling (homogenization to a highest optimal resolution; using parameters from Section 2.2.1): resampling,
predictive and interpolation methods on grids; subpixel classification to get characteristic structural points; enrichment with spatial data sampling to enhance the terrain skeleton (e.g. according to Makarovič 1973, Podobnikar 2005).
• The other are approaches for downscaling: reduction the (big) data in order to fulfil geometric and semantic
criteria for generalization (in the case of oversampling), e.g. to the terrain skeleton, resampling, smoothing, filtering.

2.3 Conception of the target DEM
It is an ontological problem to present formally a concept of a DEM as a finite (generalized) model of infinite and
countable reality. The principles of conception and semantics are crucial for semantic generalization of the multisource DEM. The standard conception of the DEM had been enriched with an analytical description of anthropogenic and environmental characteristics of terrain for the regional and global areas and corresponding grid size (Table
1).
Table 1. Conceptualization with proposed semantic indicators.
Indicator
conception, definition, standards for DEM
purpose of use (multi-purpose =
general use, and specific-purposes)
time frame (paleo, contemporary, etc.)
automated generalization, (level of detail
(LoD), scale/grain/grid size, etc.)
geomorphologic/hydrologic characteristics
(based on slope, roughness, runoff, etc.)
quality information

Example
excluding vegetation, snow cover, buildings (houses and bridges);
the surroundings of topographic heights not need extreme attributes
for cartography – contour lines
1995–2000
scale 1:250,000, grid size 50 m
geomorphologically detailed, hydrologically with medium detail
allowed low RMSE of 50 m in mountain area, 5 m in plains

2.4 Quality control and cleaning
The quality assurance and cleaning are very complex topics in spatial information applications where it is
challenging to set independent, objective and robust methods. The complexity of the multi-source DEMs quality can
be substantial when the observed phenomenon is far from trivial, e.g. in specific geological settings, or when the
corresponding datasets present the DEM phenomena in multi-scale or multi-temporal modes. The complexity of the
differently generalized DEM quality can be, for example, measured with information entropy (Hu et al. 2015).
Our conflation approach to generate a multi-source DEM considers geometrical (position), temporal and
topographic (shape, semantic) dimensions of quality. The last one is most demanding to measure. However, which
accuracy is more important? Is it a geometrical accuracy that applies heights of the mountain peaks to a DEM (to the
individual grid cells), or is it the semantic accuracy that applies geomorphologically correct shapes (to a set of grid
cells)? The last is mostly neglected in the practical solutions. For both, general and particular purposes of use, our
solution of the data conflation considers a kind of weighting between geometrical and semantic accuracies to assure
optimal DEM quality. Therefore, a value of the individual grid cell in any scale is never calculated as a simple
average of the terrain elevations within them. The multi-source DEM generalization involves error characterization
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and cleaning procedure for gross, systematic and locally systematic error with a proposed empirical Spatial Error
Model (SEM) (Podobnikar 2016).

4. Conclusions
This paper demonstrates a comprehensive utilization of generalization for a complex task of multi-source data
conflation. It also raises a number of questions that are specific for multi-source DEM conflation. Acquiring information about semantic properties is crucial, but far from trivial in relation to generalization, as well as in relation to
(dirty) big data sources, conceptualization, interpolation, spatial quality, etc.
We exposed some aspects towards the optimal solution in a pre-processing and processing phases of multi-source
DEM conflation aiming generalization. We identified, proposed, and partly tested solutions for the generalization
that comprises geometrical and semantic (geomorphological) properties. We also recognized the importance to develop solutions for the generalization in the case of general and selected specific purposes for cartography and spatial analysis. The generalization was also an important part of homogenization of data sources for interoperability,
filtering and interpolation into continuous surfaces and for multi-scale DEM processing.
Future idea based on the development of multi-data sources DEM ontology in relation to the universal ontology
of geographic space (e.g. Podobnikar and Čeh 2012). This will cover some already discussed topics, such as semantic enrichment and homogenization, interoperability, data conflation process, as well as a development of the semantic reference system (Kuhn 2003), measures for semantic similarities, etc.
The main limitation of the proposed generalization issues is that a fully automated processing chain is difficult to
reach. Especially the generalization process that involves the semantic knowledge still needs a support of the expert
interpretation, reasoning and interaction. However, the proposed aspects allow better control of geospatial solutions
and are highly sustainable in terms of the extended lifecycle of the datasets and quality enhancement.
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